The most advanced of the species.

Resilient
Efficient
Reliable
Fast and powerful
Calculates
Environmentally sensitive
Self-contained heating and cooling
Introducing L and XL Ultracentrifuges, the Optima™ Series.

They're here. A whole new class of ultracentrifuges. The Optima™ L and XL.

Like you, these new ultracentrifuges are so highly developed they can solve complex problems in seconds. The XL even has ESP™, an Efficient Sedimentation Program to optimize conditions for the fastest separations possible.

But brains aren't everything. Our body is designed to be sensitive to the world, and to you. The L and XL use no chlorofluorocarbons. For more comfort in your lab, they have only 1/3 the heat output of other models. And the drive is so stress-tolerant, you don't need to weigh samples anymore.

When you look at the entire species ultracentrifuge, the L and XL Optima Series is by far the most advanced.

Find out more. Contact your Beckman representative. Or, Beckman Instruments, Inc., Spinco Division, 1050 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304. (800) 742-2345. Offices worldwide.

©1989, Beckman Instruments, Inc.
12 high purity plasmid preps in less than an hour?

Yes, with one of the new QIAGEN >plasmid< kits

- matching CsCl purity
- with new, short & simple protocols
- mini, midi or maxi scale.

QIAGEN Hi purity >plasmid< kits contain our proprietary anion exchange resin QIAGEN in disposable plastic tips, together with all the buffers and solutions required to go from overnight cultures to pure plasmids in 50 minutes (for minipreps, 90 min for maxi preps).

Hi purity kits are available for either 25 Mini- or 25 Midi or, 10 Maxi preps of DNA of a purity equivalent to CsCl gradients. A fourth kit, QIAscreen, for 300 Mini preps of “screening” quality produces plasmid DNA ideal as a substrate for restriction analysis.

High recoveries
Excellent reproducibility
Non-toxic reagents

All you need to get started is a

QIAGEN >plasmid< kit
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**Mini preparation (plasmid DNA)**

Hi purity (“for sequencing”)

This protocol is designed for 1-3ml cultures of E.coli.

Procedure

1. Resuspend the bacterial pellet in 0.3ml of buffer P1.
2. Add 0.3ml of buffer P2, incubate at room temp. for 5min.
3. Add 0.3ml of buffer P3, centrifuge at 4°C for 15min.
4. Apply the supernatant to a QIAGEN-tip 20, pre-equilibrated with 1.0ml of buffer QB.
5. Wash the QIAGEN-tip 20 with 2 x 1.0ml of buffer QC, and elute the DNA with 0.8ml of buffer QF.
6. Precipitate the DNA with 0.8 volumes of isopropanol.

---

For orders and further information contact

**GERMANY:** QIAGEN GmbH, Niederheider Str. 3, D-40230 Düsseldorf 13, Phone (211) 78 30 37, Fax (211) 78 82 44
**USA/CANADA:** QIAGEN Inc., Studio City, CA 91604, Phone (800)-426-8157, 818-506-5256, Fax 818-506-5536
**DISTRIBUTORS: AUSTRALIA:** Phoenix Science Scientific Div. (3) 544 8022 **AUSTRIA:** Bio-Trade (222) 626 46 94
**BENELUX:** Westburg B.V. (30) 00 00 84 **FRANCE:** Coger (1) 46 33 07 17 **ISRAEL:** Bio-Lab Laboratories Ltd. (2) 54 44 47 **ITALY:** Genarco (B-Medical) (65) 67 84 41 **JAPAN:** Funakoshi Pharmaceutical Ltd. (3) 286 8848
**PORTUGAL:** Icaza Portugal, S.A., (211) 78 07 40 **SCANDINAVIA:** Kebo Lab. Denmark: (2) 68 18 00,
Finland: (0) 437 56 40, Norway: (6)-84 54 10, Sweden: (8) 621 34 00 **SPAIN:** Icaza S.A. (3) 254 81 00
**SWITZERLAND:** Kontron Instruments AG (1) 435 4111 **UK:** Hybaid Ltd. (1) 977 3266
Waters Essentials in Bioresearch seminar series is designed to provide biochemists with the latest HPLC strategies and tools for bioseparations. This free half-day seminar will cover the following topics:

**Protein Isolation**
- A guide to the optimization of chromatographic steps based on the physical and chemical properties of proteins.
- Strategies for selecting columns and optimizing eluent composition for enhanced yield and purity of proteins.

**Peptide Fractionation**
- Application of basic chromatographic principles for developing more effective peptide separations.
- Use of reverse phase, ion exchange and high pH separation modes.

**Characterization of Protein Glycosylation.**
- Chromatographic techniques for oligosaccharide isolation for NMR and MS, mapping and determination of glycosylation sites.

**Purification of Nucleic Acids**
- Principles for isolation and purification of synthetic oligonucleotides, restriction fragments, plasmids, and PCR products by HPLC.
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Register for this ½-day seminar today. In the U.S., call (508) 478-2000, ext. 2340 for specific location and time in your city of interest. In Canada, call 1-800-268-4881, ext. 205.

Waters. The absolute essential in bioresearch.

Waters Division of MILLIPORE
TAKE THE WORLD’S MOST COST-EFFECTIVE CENTRIFUGE FOR A SPIN.

The refrigerated Varifuge 20 RS is COMPACT and QUIET. So, you can install it conveniently in your laboratory. Advanced INDUCTION DRIVE and a proprietary refrigeration system are combined for smooth, cool operation. It’s POWERFUL...for high g-force separations.

Performance of the Varifuge 20 RS is rated to 20,000 RPM and up to 48,744 RCF. The SEPACONTROL system provides storage for up to 32 user-defined programs with independent selections of acceleration and deceleration rates. Or, you can let it coast to a stop.

A variety of rotors, with capacities of up to 3 liters, are available. And with a 27-inch working height, changing rotors is really easy.
DC
DIRECT COUNTING OF RADIOISOTOPES

TRACE 96 $\gamma$ COUNTER
Direct quantitative analysis of sample filters
No Cocktail, no Vials, no costly Waste Disposals
High throughput – 12 wells measured simultaneously

INOTECH
For USA:
Inotech Biosystems International
P.O. Box 21064
Lansing MI 48909 USA
Tel. 1-800-635-4070
Fax (517) 393-2266

For all other countries:
Inotech AG
Postfach
CH-5610 Wohlen/Switzerland
Tel. 057 22 44 50
Fax 057 22 34 66

FILTER PROCESSING SYSTEM
- One step harvesting of 96 wells at a time
- Minimal radioactive waste and improved safety
- System adaptable to all microplate formats

COUPON
☐ I would appreciate additional information on DC

Name: ____________________________
Organization: ____________________
Address: _________________________
Phone: __________________________
Best time to call: ________________
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If you work with molecular biology techniques, don’t get left behind! The race is on to high performance liquid chromatography for fast, high resolution preparative and analytical separations – with remarkable recovery.

Get ready ... for rapid protein and DNA purification using the world-leading FPLC® System. The fast track to purification of plasmids, synthetic oligonucleotides, restriction fragments, enzymes and many different gene products, FPLC takes much of the drudgery out of molecular biology.

Take preparative plasmid purification, for example. FPLC speeds the total plasmid preparation process to only one day. This includes steps like alkaline lysis, precipitation of chromosomal DNA and RNA, and chromatographic separation.
Get set ... for sensitive RPC analysis and purification of peptides, DNA restriction fragments, and oligonucleotides using our versatile HPLC Systems.

These high-sensitivity and low-dead-volume systems ensure high resolution analysis, run after run. Even with trace sample quantities, your results will keep you in the running.

Go ... directly to our nearest representative and ask for a free copy of the new Guide to FPLC and HPLC in Molecular Biology. It details our complete range of media, instruments, techniques and applications support – everything needed to ensure your winning results, run after run.
Finding the Right Protein Sequence
Starts with Finding the Right Protein Sequencer

Look. And you will find the Porton PI 2090E protein sequencer delivers the sensitivity, data handling and reliability you need to facilitate your research. Here's what we mean.

**Sensitivity** with PTH amino acid detection in the femtomole range combined with high repetitive yields enable the PI 2090E to sequence further with less sample. And our simplified Edman chemistry, integrated fluid delivery system and unique sample support disks make your sequencing clean and quick.

**Data Handling** with the flexibility to adjust integration parameters, subtract background, calculate repetitive yields and help confirm sequences. This software design is logical, and is managed by a mouse driven menu that's easy to use.

**Reliability** backed by a comprehensive warranty made possible by the sound engineering we've built into everything from sample loading to PTH amino acid analysis. In addition, our worldwide support network offers new applications and quick answers to any sequencing questions.

And why not explore how Porton's protein and peptide support disks allow for versatile sample preparation?

Contact us at 800-822-6333, toll-free in the U.S. We'll send you comprehensive literature on the PI 2090E that makes it clear why Porton is the right sequencer for your proteins.

Porton Instruments, Inc.
18740 Oxnard St.,
Suite 303
Tarzana, CA 91356 U.S.A.
Tel: 800-822-6333 or 818-996-0220
Fax: 818-342-9738

In Europe
Biotechnology Computer Systems, Inc.
Porton House,
Vanwall Road
Maidenhead, Berkshire,
U.K.
Tel: 0628-771441
Fax: 0628-770199

Now you can measure your success femtomoles at a time.
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FAST, online access to scientific and technical information

STN Express® software and STN International®

Ask your question—STN Express makes it easy

STN Express software for the IBM PC will automatically log you on to the STN International network and help you phrase your question offline, before you incur any online charges. Then you upload and execute your search, and produce print-quality output of both text and graphics.

Streamlined structure search

The offline structure query formulation feature is easy-to-use, fun, and cost-effective. Discover how to prepare a question for the CAS ONLINE® Registry File of nine million substances offline without worrying about rules for tautomers and normalized bonds.

CAS Registry Numbers® received from a Registry File search may be transferred to the CA File® (equivalent to the printed Chemical Abstracts®) and combined with additional search terms to retrieve references to documents cited in CA.

Search the best with the best.

STN International offers access to outstanding databases, including CAS ONLINE, Chemical Journals Online, COMPENDEX, INSPEC, BIOSIS Previews®, JICST-E and Abstracts of International Chemical Journals.

STN Express comes with preview disks (STN Mentor: STN Express Overview). These overview disks are now available for Macintosh® and IBM® PCs. STN Express software will be available for Macintosh PCs early in 1990.

NTIS. With the STN Express software package you get fast answers from the world's literature about biotechnology, chemistry, materials science, engineering, medicine, energy, geology—the range of topics you can explore on STN is limited only by your imagination.

STN Express—all this for only $675:
$540 academic rate. Quantity discounts available with corporate license!
Includes preview disks and documentation that will provide you with the critical information you will need before opening the software package.

STN International is operated in North America by Chemical Abstracts Service, a division of the American Chemical Society.

STN Express™ Order Form

YES! I want to order STN Express software and get fast online access to scientific databases.

I understand that STN Express will run on IBM PCs, AT&T 6300, Olivetti, COMPAQ III (or 100% compatibles). I will also need 640K RAM, hard disk (2 MB), graphics (Hercules, EGA, VGA), a mouse, modem (Hayes compatible), DOS (version 3.0 or higher), and a printer (many dot matrix and laser printers are supported).

My choice of disk size is: □ 3½ inch □ 5½ inch
□ Send me STN Express, single copy, complete package of disks and documentation. □ base rate $675 □ academic rate $540. In addition, customer will be charged for tariff, customs or nonstandard distribution charges connected with delivery, if applicable.

Check #1, #2, or #3:
□ 1. My payment is enclosed. I do NOT have an STN account. Please open an STN account for me, so I can begin using STN Express.
□ 2. My payment is enclosed and I already have an STN account.
My account number is
□ 3. Bill me on my STN account
My account number is

Name ____________________________
Job Title ____________________________
Organization ____________________________

Street ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ____________________________
Zip ____________________________

Date ____________________________ Phone ____________________________

Signature ____________________________

Allow six weeks for delivery.
For more information, call us at 800-848-6538, extension 3731 and ask for Customer Service.

Return this form and your payment in an envelope to STN International,
c/o Chemical Abstracts Service, Attn: Accounting, Dept. 31489,
2540 Olentangy River Road, P.O. Box 02228, Columbus, Ohio 43202
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Don’t Let Your Research Get Lost in the Shuffle

Instead of being overwhelmed by notes, reprints and index cards, use Pro-Cite to organize your references electronically. Transfer references into Pro-Cite from online information services*, CD ROM*, and Current Contents on Diskette™ or enter them by hand. Pro-Cite will help you search, sort, and index references effortlessly. Pro-Cite can also print references in any number of standard formats including Science, Nature, AMA and CBE.

*Using Biblio-Link conversion programs.

Pro-Cite
By Personal Bibliographic Software, Inc.
P.O. Box 4250, Ann Arbor, MI 48106
(313) 996-1580

New! Micro-g® Table Top Vibration Isolators

- High-performance portable, low-profile isolator platform for small instruments
- Superior attenuation efficiency both horizontally and vertically
- Granite or stainless steel tops in several standard sizes—plus custom configurations
- Gimbal Piston® isolator units can be used with 2” thick optical breadboards
- Granite tops are available in two sizes: 24” square and 24” x 30”, with three or four isolator units. Stainless tops are available in three sizes: 24¾” x 35”, 29¾” square, and 29¾” x 35”, with four isolators.

See how this exclusive TMC innovation can advance the precision and efficiency of your work—with unparalleled economy. Write or call today for new PRODUCT BULLETIN and price list.

Technical Manufacturing Corporation
15 Centennial Drive • Peabody, MA 01960, USA • Telephone 508-532-6330 • Telex 951408
FAX 508-531-8682
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The ideal way to measure osmolality.

The biotechnology explosion has expanded the need for measuring the osmolality of solutions. Such measurements are critical in many areas of research. The most current and accurate means of measuring osmolality is the Wescor Vapor Pressure Osmometer. More than 5,500 laboratories now use the Wescor VPO routinely.

WESCOR

Innovative instrumentation since 1970.
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SOLID PHASE SYNTHESIS AND FISHERBIOTECH: SYMBIOSIS

The reasons for specifying Fisher Biochemicals are purely traditional...

...the traditional quality, integrity, innovation, and expertise biochemists have trusted since Fisher started making reagents in 1902. You may have learned to value those traditions from your first day in a laboratory. Now, as your specialty and its demands become more critical, Fisher Biochemicals meet your most critical standards. In peptide and oligonucleotide synthesis, FisherBiotech reagents and solvents give you the assurance of the highest purity and consistency—for the highest reaction efficiencies, with the solid assurance of the best instrument performance and the longest instrument uptime. As your discipline advances, Fisher evolves new synthesis products and ever higher standards to help you get the most out of your synthesizer. That kind of symbiosis is also purely traditional—and uniquely valuable.

The essence of purity...

For peptide synthesis, FisherBiotech establishes the standards for peptide chemists with:
- Protected amino acids—tBOC and FMOC
- Solid phase resins
- Reagents and biochemicals
- Solvents

For more information, circle Reader Service No. 158.

For DNA synthesis, FisherBiotech offers a wide variety of general reagents and products specially configured for your synthesizer:
- Phosphoramidites
- CPG reaction columns
- Solvents
- Reagents

For more information, circle Reader Service No. 159.
The Casio fx-7000G $89.95. It's the world's first programmable scientific calculator with a graphic display. It can give form to your figures, instantly drawing graphs that depict your formulas and calculations.

With a screen measuring 16 characters by 8 lines, the fx-7000G can display enough information for some of your biggest ideas. And you can store graphs and formulas, then bring them back for an instant replay.

With its 422 step memory and 193 functions—including linear regression, standard deviation and computer math—the fx-7000G lets you perform computer functions, without acquiring computer knowledge or incurring computer costs.

For additional capabilities, there's the fx-7500G ($109.95). It has a larger memory capacity, with 195 functions, 4,006 memory steps, instant graph enlargement or reduction feature, plus a convenient horizontal folding format.

If you need even more power, our fx-8000G ($119.95) techs you even higher, with 1,446 memory steps and 225 functions. And when hooked up with our optional FA-80 interface, it works with most parallel dot matrix printers or plotters including Casio's own models.

If you have any doubts as to who's the leader in high-tech calculators, just pick up an fx-7000G, fx-7500G or fx-8000G and draw your own conclusions.

Casio, Inc. Consumer Products Division: 570 Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Dover, NJ 07801
Casio Canada Ltd., 2100 Ellesmere Road, Suite 240, Scarborough, Ontario M1H3B7
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Epitope Scanning & Mimotope Design Kits from Cambridge

Cambridge Research Biochemicals, under licence* from the Commonwealth Serum Laboratories, is offering a unique Multi-Pin Synthesis Technology which allows the concurrent synthesis and screening of hundreds of peptides in only a few days. Now any scientist can produce almost limitless numbers of novel peptides for immunological evaluation using ELISA-based systems.

The Epitope Scanning Kit permits identification of continuous epitopes within a protein antigen. All the possible sequential peptides derived from the protein sequence are synthesised. Peptides reacting with antibody are homologues of protein antigenic determinants.

The Mimotope Design Kit takes this technology one stage further, allowing the construction of novel peptide sequences capable of mimicking the actual epitopes of an antigen. Reactive peptides may have no homology to these epitopes and are therefore termed Mimotopes. Virtually any antigenic determinant may be mimicked by a synthetic peptide Mimotope.

Both Kits are supplied with extensive computer software support, a comprehensive materials and reagents package and a detailed instruction manual.

Contact our Technical Sales Department now for full details.

*EPITOPE SCANNING—INTERNATIONAL PATENT APPLICATION NOS. PCT/AU84/00039 & PCT/AU84/00038
MIMOTOPE DESIGN—INTERNATIONAL PATENT APPLICATION NOS. PCT/AU85/00165 & PCT/AU86/00110
After centuries of practice, mankind perfects scientific calculations: MathCAD.

Announcing MathCAD 2.5: The Dawn of a New Age.

What the historians will call it, only time will tell.
Perhaps the Century of Speed, or the Era of Ease. But whatever the name, this is the age of MathCAD 2.5, the only math package that looks and works the way you think.

MathCAD is far and away the best-selling math package in the world. Because it lets you perform engineering and scientific calculations in a way that’s faster, more natural and less error-prone than the way you’re doing them now—whether you’re using a scratchpad, calculator, spreadsheet or program that you wrote yourself.

And now we’ve made the best even better. MathCAD 2.5 is a dramatically improved version that includes three-dimensional plotting, enhanced numerical analysis, and the ability to import HPGL files from most popular CAD programs, including AutoCAD®. And now you can print on PostScript® compatible printers.

And like before, MathCAD’s live document interface™ lets you enter equations anywhere on the screen, add text to support your work, and graph the results. Then print your analysis in presentation-quality documents.

It has over 120 commonly used functions built right in, for handling equations and formulas, as well as exponentials, differentials, cubic splines, FFTs and matrices.

No matter what kind of math you do, MathCAD 2.5 has a solution for you. In fact, it’s used by over 60,000 engineers and scientists, including electrical, industrial, and mechanical engineers, physicists, biologists, and economists.

But don’t take our word for it; just ask the experts. PC Magazine recently described MathCAD as “everything you have ever dreamed of in a mathematical toolbox.”

And for Macintosh® users, we present MathCAD 2.0, rewritten to take full advantage of the Macintosh interface. Entering operators and Greek letters into equations is pure simplicity!

Look for MathCAD 2.5 at your local software dealer, or give us a call. For more information, a free demo disk, or upgrade information, dial 1-800-MATHCAD (in MA, 617-577-1017).

Available for IBM® compatibles and Macintosh computers.

TM and ® signify manufacturer’s trademark or manufacturer’s registered trademark respectively.
Purification of a 5'-DMT 36mer

PRP-1 Polymeric Reversed Phase Columns are ideal for purification of protected oligomers. They provide:

- **Superior Recovery**- Greater than 95% is recovered
- **High Capacity**- Load 10 mg or more of sample on a 15 cm column
- **Longer Life**- The polymeric packing outlasts silica based columns
- **pH Stability**- Purify oligomers with strong secondary structure at pH 12.7

For more information on PRP-1 HPLC columns for synthetic DNA purification, contact us today.

**HAMILTON**

Hamilton Company
P.O. Box 10030
Reno, Nevada 89520
Telephone: (702) 786-7077
TOLL FREE: (800) 648-5950

---

**SET YOUR IDEAS FREE**

ideaList

ideaList will set you and your data free from the prisons of regular PC database managers. Designed for lightning-fast, full-text searching of bibliographical references and abstracts, ideaList can help you with all your other loosely-formatted data – notes, results, jottings and the rest.

- Finds any word, date or number in any record – in milliseconds – no matter how large your database or primitive your PC
- Variable-length fields and records – up to about 10,000 words each
- Many types of record in one database
- 194 ways to search – Omnivorous importing – DBF and Medline, wordprocessor etc text files
- Flexible exporting (including re-formatting names/initials)
- Cross-referencing
- Familiar and complete editor (including, clipboard)
- Windows-style screen
- Mouse support
- 16-record demo version available on request.

Price: only US$195 – less 20% to academic buyers.

---

**VuwriterII**

*VuwriterII* is a proper wordprocessor for scientists; fast, full-featured and IBM-compatible, yet as simple as ABC. Drop-down menus, helpful dialogue boxes and mouse support will have you running *Vuwriter’s* slick editor, equation layouts and scientific fonts in next to no time.

- Full wordprocessor command set • Maths/Greek fonts
- Windows-style, WYSIWYG display • 15 levels of sub/super-script • Vertically aligned proportional-space text
- Varying margins within pages • Two files on screen
- Macroe, Mailmerge, Spelling checker
- Epson/HP/PostScript support
- Demonstration version available on request.

Price: $493.75 – less 20% to academic buyers.

*VuwriterII* is a product of Vuman Computer Systems Ltd.

Fax: 011 44* 865 721205. Tel: Peter Kibby on 011 44* 865 240201 (6–12 am EST).

Prices: USA/Canada only; airmailed and support incl; subject to change without notice.

---

Please send me:

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

Zip ____________________________

* area code from USA.


---
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Custom made GeneAmp<sup>™</sup>

PCR Primers
A minimum of 10 nM (100 amplifications), custom made and gel purified, $400.00 per primer.

HIV, HTLV-I, CMV, HSV, EBV and 5 Thalassemia primer sets, delivered to your lab in 24 hours or less by Federal Express.

10 amplifications $100.00
50 amplifications $360.00
100 amplifications $600.00

Research Genetics
1-800-533-4363
In the United Kingdom 0-800-99-1393
In Canada 1-800-833-8348
FAX 205-536-9016

PCR Technology
Edited by Henry Erlich, PhD.
Published by Stoepton Press

Thermal Microscope Stage
Maintains specimen at any temperature between −20° and +100°C
Fits most standard microscopes
Temperature control is automatic

Announcing a new quarterly journal

Discovery and Innovation
Published by the African Academy of Sciences and the Third World Academy of Sciences, Discovery and Innovation aims to provide a coherent forum for research and development efforts throughout the continent. The journal covers all branches of science and engineering, including the social sciences. Particular issues of concern to Africa addressed in the journal are: endemic and tropical diseases; drought; agricultural development; natural resources; energy, training and education.

The first issue appeared in March 1989. The subscription rates for 1989, including air mail postage, are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Institutional</th>
<th>Individual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>U.S. $48</td>
<td>U.S. $38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside Africa</td>
<td>U.S. $60</td>
<td>U.S. $48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please send subscription requests to:

Academy Science Publishers
P.O. Box 14798
Nairobi, Kenya

BURN YOUR REFERENCE CARDS!

REF-11<sup>™</sup>
Computerizes your REFERENCES and prepares your BIBLIOGRAPHIES

- Maintains a data base of references
- Searches for any combination of authors, years of publication, reference title, publication title, keywords or abstract
- Formats bibliographies exactly as you want them
- Reads your paper, inserts citations into the paper, and prepares a bibliography of the references cited (optional)
- Downloads references from MedLine data bases such as NLM, BRS and DIALOG (optional)

IBM PC/XT/AT, MS-DOS, CP/M 80 . . . . . . . $195.00
RT-11, TSX-Plus, RSX-11, P/OS . . . . . . . $250.00
VAX/VMS (native mode) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $350.00

322 Prospect Ave., Hartford, CT 06106
(203) 247-8500

Any manual $15.00
Any manual & demo $20.00

Connecticut residents add 7 1/2% sales tax
One More Reason The ACAS 570 is...
The Cytometer for All Reasons

Reason 
Interactive Laser Cytometry

You command the power of the laser for new research capabilities such as sorting rare cells for cloning, fluorescence photobleaching, photoactivation, and cellular microsurgery.

Reason 
Quantitative Fluorescence Measurements

From single to dual label fluorescence measurements, you get real numbers for fluorescence quantitation ranging from cell-cell communication and molecular diffusion, to intracellular Ca$^{2+}$ and pH.

Reason
Sensitive Fluorescence Measurements

Advanced photometric detection and a focused laser spot give you reliable data from live cells with minimal photobleaching, and without the need for signal averaging.

Reason
Comprehensive, Interactive Software

Powerful software teams laser cytometry with advanced computer technology — giving you integrated data acquisition, analysis, and management functions that are easy to learn, and easy to use. You also get a powerful assortment of application based programs specifically designed for the cell biologist.

Reason
Versatile Integrated Instrumentation

From fluorescence imaging and cell cloning, to measuring transient Ca$^{2+}$ and pH, the ACAS 570 provides the broadest range of cell and molecular biology applications available in a single instrument.

And now... the ACAS 570 gives you the exceptional resolution and contrast of confocal imaging.

These are a few of the many reasons why the ACAS is The Cytometer for All Reasons. To discover yours call us at 800/247-8084 or in Michigan, 517/349-7200.

Conventional and confocal fluorescence images of an anti-tubulin stained astrocyte generated on the ACAS 570 Interactive Laser Cytometer.

© 1989 Meridian Instruments, Inc.
There's no symbol for information in the Periodic Table. Yet nothing could be more crucial to your research than complete, accurate technical and business information.

That's why many chemists consider DIALOG an essential element in the modern lab.

As the world's largest online knowledgebank, DIALOG gives you access to a whole world of critical information. Right in your own lab.

For starters, you can tap into the crucial scientific data. DIALOG has detailed information on everything from compound identification to chemical safety data, property data, substance and substructure.

Then you can expand your focus by accessing important, related data that will enable you to look at your work in a broader context.

For example, you can investigate patents, competitive projects, new product markets, and worldwide industry trends. In fact, you can investigate any topic, anytime.

And you won't have to sacrifice depth for the sake of breadth. DIALOG is updated continuously, so the data is always comprehensive and current. And many citations can be conveniently retrieved in full text.

Call today for more information and a free Periodic Table Reference Card. Once you've examined them, you'll see how DIALOG can become a basic element of all your research.

Call us toll free at 800-3-DIALOG, (800-334-2564). Or request information by Fax at 415-858-7069.

© 1989 Dialog Information Services, Inc., 3460 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94304. All rights reserved. DIALOG is a service mark of Dialog Information Services, Inc. Registered U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
FTS takes the guesswork out of freeze-drying

Only FTS gives you full microprocessor control for automatic freeze-drying operation. This affordable system means you won’t waste valuable time designing freeze-drying protocol, monitoring start-up and shut-down and watching for overload conditions.

Check these features against any other system:
- Five modes of operation including automatic, semi-automatic and programmable
- Shelf temperature stability of ±0.5°C
- Reliable electro-mechanical stoppering—without platens or air bladders
- Vacuum, temperature and time can be digitally displayed at any point in the cycle
- Titanium condensers provide superior corrosion resistance

Learn how microprocessor control can improve freeze-drying performance in your lab. Call TOLL-FREE 800-251-1531. In NY, 914-687-0071.

FTS Systems, Inc.
PO Box 158
Stone Ridge, NY 12484
TWX 510-247-0547
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High-sensitivity products for immunodetection.

Never underestimate the power of instant attraction, especially when it comes to immunodetection. Our highly optimized, ready-to-use biotin-streptavidin complex results in detection methods with short incubation times and exceptional sensitivity and specificity. And our reagents are reliable. They're highly purified and tested for consistent batch-to-batch titer and performance.

In addition to our range of biotin-streptavidin products, we offer a wide selection of primary antibodies and species-specific, affinity-purified second antibodies. It's your choice of either radioactive or non-radioactive labels.

Begin your enduring bond now. Call or write us for more information.

Amersham Corporation
2636 South Clearbrook Drive, Arlington Heights, IL 60005
(800) 323-9750 • Technical assistance: (800) 341-7543

Amersham Canada Limited 1166 South Service Road West, Oakville, Ontario L6L 5T7
(416) 847-1166/(800) 387-7160 (Ont./Que.)/(800) 387-7146 (rest of Canada)
Amersham is a trademark of Amersham International plc

For research use only.
POSTER YOUR WALLS WITH SCIENCE

SCIENCE cover posters are once again available. These beautiful, full-color reproductions are suitable for framing, and the sturdy mailing tube keeps them crease-free during shipment. Only $7.95, U.S. postage paid.

MARK quantity in box.

☐ #01 LOCOMOTIVE IN CHINA
   9 February 1979 (18 x 24)

☐ #02 LIGHTNING OVER ST. LOUIS
   27 July 1979 (20 x 28)

☐ #03 CHEETAH AND CUB
   29 July 1983 (20 x 28)

☐ #04 SNOWSHOE HARE
   2 December 1983 (20 x 28)

☐ #05 CATHEDRAL WINDOW/DNA MOLECULE
   23 December 1983 (20 x 28)

☐ #06 NEURONS IN MOTOR CORTEX
   26 September 1986 (18 x 24)

☐ #07 BYRD GLACIER, ANARCTICA
   28 November 1986 (18 x 24)

☐ #08 COMBINATION OF SPACE COVERS IN SCROLL FORMAT
   1 June 1979, 23 November 1979, 10 April 1981 (12 x 37)

☐ #09 MOONS OF URANUS
   9 September 1988 (18 x 24)

☐ #10 CATERPILLAR/YOU ARE WHAT YOU EAT
   3 February 1989 (18 x 24)

☐ #11 ATMOSPHERIC LAYERING ON EARTH’S EDGE
   10 February 1989 (18 x 24)

☐ Total number ordered @ $7.95
☐ Subtotal
☐ For shipment to California, add applicable sales tax.
☐ Total

☐ Check enclosed  Please charge my:
☐ Mastercard  ☐ Visa
Card #  Exp. ______________

Name
Address
City
State/Zip

MAIL TO:
AAAS Books, Dept. 8
P.O. Box 753
Waldorf, MD 20604

Order yours now, while supplies last!